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Introducing

ORDER TODAY
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Welcome!
If you’re reading this letter, it means you’re
at least officially registered and checked in
for the 2019 FLOAT Convention...so what
more can I say than welcome?!?
Actually, there’s a lot more I can say....and I
will. From the bottom of my heart, on behalf
of the FLOAT production team, we cannot
thank you enough for taking the time away
from your family and friends to join us here
in St. Louis. We know what an undertaking
this can be for
some of you to be
here, so please do
not think for one
second that it goes
unappreciated.
We’re glad you’re
here, and we think
after just a few minutes around the hotel,
you’ll be glad you came as well.
For the past several conventions, FLOAT’s
mantra has been one of simplicity and focus:
step up your game. Our industry has
suffered for too long from self-imposed
mediocrity and complacency, and we at
FLOAT have pledged to do what we can to
change that. We’ve encouraged you to look
hard at yourself and your practices and see
not only where you could improve as both
an artist and a business, but also how you
can change how others in the event
industry view the balloon world as a whole.
And many of you have answered that call,
and for that, we thank you again.

But now the professional balloon industry
faces new challenges. Many in the environmental movement have placed a target on
our backs and painted us the new enemy.
Economic factors have changed how
balloon decorators in the United States are
going to access helium in the near future,
and the current political climate instills
many with fear of an uncertain economic
future.
But there’s another old saying...
where there’s a
will, there’s a way.
We have seen
members of our
industry stand up
to short-sighted
leaders and fight for legislation to be overturned or reworded to protect our
interests. Many of us survived the last
economic downturn in 2008 and have no
intention of going down quietly now either.
And as for helium, remember...stepping
up your game means forcing yourself to
think outside the box and find new ways to
keep your revenue stream going if you find
yourself on the short end of that particular
ribbon.
Stepping up your game has never meant
more than it does now. So don’t just say it...
do it. You gave yourself that chance...right
here...at FLOAT. And we’re glad you did.
Steven Jones
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Things You
FLOAT’S REGISTRATION DESK

DAILY FLOAT NOTES

If you learn anything from this convention guide, learn
this....if you ever find yourself with a question, need
something or are just looking for a friendly face, the
first place to start is FLOAT’s Registration Desk.
Located next to the Lambert Room and directly across
from Salon C, the Registration Desk is absolutely the
center of almost every operation at the convention..

Every morning, the FLOAT production team puts out a
daily bulletin to help keep you updated on the
happenings of the day. These “FLOAT Notes” include
any changes to the schedule, important announcements,
reminders or just fun little tidbits for you. These
bulletins come out “hot off the presses” every morning
at 7:00 AM starting on Saturday,
January 26th.

REGISTRATION DESK HOURS

Sunday, Jan 27th - 7:00 AM to 7:00 PM (1900)
Competitors can access at 6:00 AM

If you are a member of the FLOAT Convention
Facebook group, you’ll be able to access the FLOAT
Notes each day there as well. So if you want to save
time or paper, simply log in and get your updates
digitally. If you are not a member of the FLOAT
Facebook group, you can request to join by typing
this link into your web browser, or simply search for
“FLOAT the Convention” in the groups category:

Monday, Jan 28th - 7:00 AM to 8:00 PM (2000)

https://www.facebook.com/groups/floatconvention/

Tuesday, Jan 29th - 7:00 AM to 8:00 PM (2000)

OUR OFFICIAL DRESS CODE

Wednesday, Jan 30th - 7:00 AM to 4:00 PM (1600)

* Checking in for the convention to get your welcome
packet and badge

Competitions - Comfortable work clothes
Openng Night - Business casual, costumes, lots of
		orange
Hands-On Builds - Comfortable work clothes
Class Sessions - Business casual
Foil Jam - Comfy, comfy, comfy!
Designer Awards Gala - Formal to semi-formal
Be sure to include some element of green

* Adding on optional courses such as Master and Bonus
Classes

YOUR NAME BADGE

Friday, Jan 25th - 1:00 PM (1300) to 5:00 PM (1700)
Saturday, Jan 26th - 8:00 AM to 7:00 PM (1900)
Competitors can access at 6:00 AM

Thursday, Jan 31st - 8:00 AM to 11:00 AM

REASONS TO VISIT THE REG DESK

* Picking up your daily “FLOAT Notes” newsletter
* Lost and Found items gathered here
* Purchase raffle tickets
* Turn in your Delegates’ Choice ballots and instructor
evaluation forms
* Purchase FLOAT merchandise
* Basic first aid needs
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Once you are officially checked in at FLOAT, you will
receive a name badge. IT IS VERY IMPORTANT THAT
YOU WEAR THIS BADGE AT ALL TIMES DURING THE
CONVENTION.
You will not be permitted to enter any classroom, the
Vendor Showcase, the Hospitality Suite or any other
official FLOAT function without it. REPLACEMENT
BADGES WILL COST $50 EACH, SO DO NOT LOSE
YOURS. If you do not have a badge, you will be asked
by FLOAT Security to leave a particular space or activity
until you can produce it.

Gotta Know
OUR “NEWBIE” POLICY

ETHICS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

The FLOAT Convention is aimed at intermediate to
advanced level balloon decorating professionals, and its
classes are structured with that understanding. In the
event that an instructor feels a question asked during
class time is too basic for the material being
presented, he or she may ask you to hold your question
to the end of the session. Please do not take this
personally; “newbie” issues can often take up a great
deal of class time for the instructor having to go back
and explain certain elements that are assumed to
already be understood by students at this level.

As a delegate of FLOAT, you must understand, appreciate and respect the work and ownership of designs by
other artists. If you take photos of work demonstrated
or created in FLOAT classes or events, you agree not
to present any of these photos as your own work, even
if you worked on the crew to construct them. Please
check with the designer as to how you should present
such material.

If you find yourself in this position at any time during
the convention, do not be afraid to approach that same
instructor after class to ask for a further explanation.
The “newbie policy” is not intended to dismiss your
concerns or questions, but to merely schedule them at
a time that best suits the FLOAT population as a whole.

In addition, if you are found attempting to defraud the
FLOAT Convention in any way, including attempting to
access optional classes without paying for them, acting
in a manner that is considered cheating in our design
competitions or attempting to steal items, equipment
or product from anyone involved with the convention,
you will find yourself ejected from the event without
any expectation of refund or reimbursement and will be
banned from any future FLOAT events.

FILMING AND RECORDING
No video or audio recording of ANY kind is permitted
during any academic session at FLOAT....period. An
academic session is considered any general class, Master
Class, Bonus Class or Mega-Bonus Class at FLOAT
2019. Video or audio recording includes live streaming,
Facebook live or any other social media outlet. Photos,
however, are greatly encouraged.

SOCIAL MEDIA AND FLOAT
We ask that you follow a few simple guidelines:
* Use the hashtag #FLOAT2019 when posting
* Do NOT post photos of ANY of the competition
pieces until Monday, January 28th
* NEVER post photos of someone else’s work on your
own professional accounts without expressed
permission from and being given to the artist.
* If you are going to post photos of other people’s work
in professional balloon social media groups,
always be sure that proper credit is given to the
artist
* NEVER live stream in any classroom....period.You may
however, at any other FLOAT social event

Please see the social media column on page 6 for more
info on ethics and posting.

YOUR FAMILY AND FLOAT
FLOAT understands that your family is an important
part of how you operate your business. As such, any
immediate family members with you in attendance are
welcome to join you at any FLOAT social events, with
the exception of the Vendor Showcase, the Hospitality
“Suite Spots” and the Designer Awards Gala. If you have
a family member who will be attending social media
events with you, please let the Registration Desk know
so we can issue them a FLOAT guest badge.
Children are permitted in the classrooms at FLOAT
with the understanding that (A) they are under 13 years
of age and (B) are quiet and not disruptive to the
learning environment. Anyone over 13 years of age is
considered an adult at FLOAT and are not permitted
inside any classroom or work space without being a
registered delegate of the convention. Adult family
members may not take part in the construction of any
group build, competition piece or event teardown
unless they are a registered delegate of the convention.
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Midwest convenience...
Top manufacturers...
Easy online ordering...
Over 100 years in the business and loving it!

www.BrodysBALLOONS.com
2415 Braga Drive, Broadview, IL 60155 • 708-483-6060

PlexiPoles

jjjj

MADE IN USA

stock up today

Show Special
TM

off
20%
your entire purchase

The helium shortage is here to stay and getting worse in 2019
Now’s the time to create elegant decor with

PlexiPoles and air filled designs

Jane Naggar CBA
www.plexipoles.com
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Activity & Academic Schedule for Saturday, January 26th
Subject to change - Check your daily FLOAT Notes for updates
Salon A/B/C

Salon D

Salon E

Salon G/H

Salon 1/2

Salon 3/4

Spirit

Event Space

8:00 AM - 0800

9:00 AM - 0900

10:00 AM - 1000

Lobby Decor
Hands-On
Build

11:00 AM - 1100

with the
Gemar
Team

12:00 PM - 1200

1:00 PM - 1300

2:00 PM - 1400
Centerpiece
Competition

3:00 PM - 1500
Chic
Chandeliers
and
Stunning
Ceiling Decor
Master Class*

4:00 PM - 1600

Competitors
Only

5:00 PM - 1700

6:00 PM - 1800

FLOAT
Opening Night
Hands On
Build

Robin
Veach

7:00 PM - 1900

8:00 PM - 2000
Sculpture
Competition
9:00 PM - 2100

Competitors
Only

10:00 PM - 2200

11:00 PM - 2300

12:00 AM - 2400

* Denotes classes that require an additional fee - See the Registration Desk for access
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Activity & Academic Schedule for Sunday, January 27th
Subject to change - Check your daily FLOAT Notes for updates
Salon A/B/C

Salon D

Salon E

Salon G/H

Salon 1/2

Salon 3/4

Spirit

Event Space

8:00 AM - 0800

9:00 AM - 0900

10:00 AM - 1000

Balloon Drop
Workshop
Master Class*

Face Painting
Is for
Everyone
Master Class*

Organic
A to Z
Master Class*

Anthony
Cooper

Brook
Rogers

Chris
Adamo

11:00 AM - 1100

CBA
Testing
Presented
by
Pioneer
Balloon
Company
and
Qualatex

Foil
Design
Competition
(Starts at
7:00 AM)
Competitors
Only

12:00 PM - 1200

1:00 PM - 1300

2:00 PM - 1400

3:00 PM - 1500

FLOAT
Opening Night
Hands-On
Build

4:00 PM - 1600

Incredible
Balloon
Costumes
Master Class*

Amazing
Balloon
Columns
Master Class*

Denise
van Dooren

Edward
Munoz

Organic
Decor
Competition
Competitors
Only

5:00 PM - 1700

6:00 PM - 1800
FLOAT 101
for New
Attendees

7:00 PM - 1900

8:00 PM - 2000
FLOAT
Opening Night
9:00 PM - 2100

Competition
Viewing
Open

10:00 PM - 2200

11:00 PM - 2300

Dynamic
Duplet
Challenge

12:00 AM - 2400

* Denotes classes that require an additional fee - See the Registration Desk for access
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Actvity & Academic Schedule for Monday, January 28th
Subject to change - Check your daily FLOAT Notes for updates
Salon A/B/C
8:00 AM - 0800

9:00 AM - 0900

10:00 AM - 1000

11:00 AM - 1100

Salon D

Salon E

Salon G/H

Salon 1/2

Salon 3/4

Spirit

Deliveries
to Die For

Focus on
Foils

Cartoon
Characters

Apple Twist
Italian Style

The Value
Proposition

Romina
Finali

Melissa
Vinson

Kelly
Sashimi

Vincenzo
Musto

Stuart
Davies

Deliveries
to Die For

Focus on
Foils

Cartoon
Characters

Apple Twist
Italian Style

The Value
Proposition

Romina
Finali

Melissa
Vinson

Kelly
Sashimi

Vincenzo
Musto

Stuart
Davies

Event Space

12:00 PM - 1200
Zumba with
Leah

1:00 PM - 1300

Master
Centerpieces

Baby
Boom

Award
Winning Decor

Hey,
Big Head!

Rainbow
Tunnel

Edward
Munoz

Denise
Van Dooren

Robin
Veach

Brook
Rogers

Claudio
Casagrande

Sell-able
Archways

Master
Centerpieces

Baby
Boom

Award
Winning Decor

Hey,
Big Head!

Rainbow
Tunnel

Chris
Adamo

Edward
Munoz

Denise
Van Dooren

Robin
Veach

Brook
Rogers

Claudio
Casagrande

Covered, Filled
and Infused*

It’s In the
Details*

Mall Cart
Discussion*

Matthew
Lewis

Jackie
Ochitwa

Carolyn
Truby

Foil Balloon
Letters*

Fascinating
Fascinators*

If You Build It,
They Will Come*

‘Tope
Abulude

Kristal
Yee

Jill
Shortreed

2:00 PM - 1400

Sell-able
Archways

3:00 PM - 1500

Chris
Adamo

4:00 PM - 1600

5:00 PM - 1700

FLOAT
Vendor
Showcase

6:00 PM - 1800

7:00 PM - 1900

8:00 PM - 2000

9:00 PM - 2100

10:00 PM - 2200

FLOAT
Foil
Jam

Open
Viewing of
Competition
Pieces

11:00 PM - 2300

12:00 AM - 2400

* Denotes classes that require an additional fee - See the Registration Desk for access
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Activity & Academic Schedule for Tuesday, January 29th
Subject to change - Check your daily FLOAT Notes for updates
Salon A/B/C
8:00 AM - 0800

9:00 AM - 0900

10:00 AM - 1000

11:00 AM - 1100

Salon D

Salon E

Salon G/H

Salon 1/2

Salon 3/4

Spirit

Shabby Chic
Centerpieces

QuadriLink

Balloons All
Year

Frameless
Sculptures

Retail
Essentials

Romina
Finali

Vincenzo
Musto

Melissa
Vinson

Dante
Longhi

Stuart
Davies

Shabby Chic
Centerpieces

QuadriLink

Balloons All
Year

Frameless
Sculptures

Retail
Essentials

Romina
Finali

Vincenzo
Musto

Melissa
Vinson

Dante
Longhi

Stuart
Davies

12:00 PM - 1200

Event Space

Lunch, Learn
and Profit*
BalloonCoach

1:00 PM - 1300

2:00 PM - 1400

Organic
Decor

BB
Floatex

Linking
Decor

Big Days,
Big Events

Painting
Balloons

Kelly
Sashimi

Denise
van Dooren

Edward
Munoz

Brook
Rogers

Organic
Decor

BB
Floatex

Linking
Decor

Big Days,
Big Events

Painting
Balloons

Cody
Williams

Kelly
Sashimi

Denise
van Dooren

Edward
Munoz

Brook
Rogers

Worth the
Weight*

Unicorns and
Mermaids*

Light ‘Em
Up!*

30 Seconds to New

Vicky
Kimble

Jackie
Ochitwa

Culpepper &
Wheeler

Allison
Dunning

Balloon
Games*

The Basics of
Balloon
Dressmaking*

So You Want to be
a Balloon Printer*

Cody
Williams

FLOAT
Vendor
Showcase

3:00 PM - 1500

4:00 PM - 1600

5:00 PM - 1700

6:00 PM - 1800

7:00 PM - 1900

8:00 PM - 2000

9:00 PM - 2100

DAG
Prep
Party

Chad
Johnson

Kristal Yee

Open
Viewing of
Competition
Pieces

Opportunties*

Matthew
Lewis

10:00 PM - 2200

11:00 PM - 2300

12:00 AM - 2400
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* Denotes classes that require an additional fee - See the Registration Desk for access
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Activity & Academic Schedule for Wednesday, January 30th
Subject to change - Check your daily FLOAT Notes for updates
Salon A/B/C
8:00 AM - 0800

9:00 AM - 0900

10:00 AM - 1000

11:00 AM - 1100

Salon D

Salon E

Salon G/H

Salon 1/2

Salon 3/4

Framing and
Rigging

DAG Centerpiece
Workshop

Microfoil
Decor

Convertible
Decor

Rotational
Columns

Chris
Adamo

Robin
Veach

Dante
Longhi

Cody
Williams

Claudio
Casagrande

Framing and
Rigging

DAG Centerpiece
Workshop

Microfoil
Decor

Convertible
Decor

Rotational
Columns

Chris
Adamo

Robin
Veach

Dante
Longhi

Cody
Williams

Claudio
Casagrande

Spirit

Open
Viewing of
Competition
Pieces

Zumba with
Leah

12:00 PM - 1200

1:00 PM - 1300
Pinterest
Perfect
Pinterest
Parties
Perfect
Parties

2:00 PM - 1400

3:00 PM - 1500

Event Space

DAG
Hands-On
Prep

4:00 PM - 1600

Shortreed
McGovern*

Foil
Letters

Bonus
Class

Abulude*

TBD*

The B

Bonus
The
ABCs
of Class
“ABC”

Open
Viewing of
Competition
Pieces

Steven
TBA*
Mayhew
5:00 PM - 1700

6:00 PM - 1800

7:00 PM - 1900

8:00 PM - 2000

9:00 PM - 2100

The
2019 FLOAT
Designer
Awards Gala

10:00 PM - 2200

11:00 PM - 2300

12:00 AM - 2400

* Denotes classes that require an additional fee - See the Registration Desk for access
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Fun Stuff
GROUP BUILDS

FLOAT 101

FLOAT offers numerous opportunities for you to get your
hands dirty and learn by doing outside of the traditional
classroom: the lobby decor build, Opening Night prep and the
Designer Awards Gala prep party. These are all chances for
you to learn to make new things or maybe learn a new way
to do an old thing. Whatever your hope, there’s plenty to do
so lend a hand, make some friends and jump right in!

If you are a first time FLOATer, you are encouraged to attend
our introductory meeting on Sunday, January 27. It gives you a
chance to learn a little bit about how FLOAT works, hear
about some of the convention policies and connect you with
new friendly faces. For some of you, this might be your first
chance to make balloon friends in real life....not digital! So
come join the FLOAT family and get down to basics!

Also keep in mind that there are times when our instructors
could use an extra set of hands prepping for their class as
well. Check in with the Registration Desk to see if anyone has
requested a volunteer to assist them.

OPENING NIGHT WELCOME PARTY

HOSPITALITY “SUITE SPOTS”
Thanks to the generous support of our sponsors, FLOAT
offers a little oasis as it were known as the Hospitality Suite.
Up on the 9th Floor in the Lindbergh Room, you’ll find coffee,
soft drinks and the occasional snack treat, all provided by
the various sponsors of the convention. And the best part?
It’s all free! But be warned; there are specific rules pertaining
to how we conduct ourselves with the Suite, so be sure to
abide by them if you want to keep it around. Check your daily
FLOAT Notes for the hours each day.

FRIDAY DINNER AT BANDANA’S

Here it is....the official kick off to FLOAT 2019!
Join Executive Producer Steven Jones as he welcomes you to
the convention. along with his partner, “la jefa” Alexa Rivera,
Cirque du Soliel style! This year the event will feature live
entertainment, an important “state of the industry”
presentation by the Balloon Council and the PEBA, meet the
instructors, our newest CBAs, the winners of the 2019
FLOATEE Awards and some surprises you will NOT want to
miss.
Don’t forget...wear orange to this event! And costumes are
ALWAYS encouraged!

COMPETITION VIEWING

This has become a FLOAT tradition for those who get to St.
Louis a little early. On Friday, January 25th, we all don our
coats and wander next door to Bandana’s BBQ Restaurant
for a pre-funk FLOAT feast! This is a great way to catch up
with old friends, make brand new ones and enjoy a really
good meal all at the same time. Please note, however, that this
is not included with your FLOAT registration; your food and
drink is on your own dime.

Immediately following the Opening Night Welcome Party,
you’ll get your chance to visit the Event Space and gaze upon
the competition entries there for the very first time. In the
outer event space, you’ll find the entries in the Sculpture and
Organic Decor competitions, and this is your chance to see
them all while they are still fresh and new! Photos are always
encouraged but remember...do NOT post any of them until
Monday. Please allow the hard working artists the chance to
post their work first before you do.

BALLOON FRIENDS MEET AND GREET

DYNAMIC DUPLET CHALLENGE

If you’re at FLOAT and you’re on Facebook, you’re probably a
member of the Balloon Friends group there as well. For the
first time, BF founder and administrator Kathy Buell and her
husband, Joe, are joining us at FLOAT, so to celebrate we are
co-hosting a “friendly” gathering of those of you who belong
to the group. The event will be taking place on Saturday, January 26th, in our Hospitality Suite, but due to spacial restrictions we have to limit the number of people who can attend
this event. If you are not already signed up to attend, check
with the Registration Desk to see if any spots have opened
up.

Talk about a piece of FLOAT history coming back into play...
and we mean play literally!
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The Dynamic Duplet Challenge is back for you late night
latex warriors. On Sunday, January 27th, at 10:00 PM, you and
a friend will get the chance to compete in three basic balloon
skills contests. The team who gets the most points in the
three games will be declared the most dynamic of all!
What will those contests be? Well, you’ll have to show up and
find out...

at FLOAT
LIFELINE

ZUMBA WITH LEAH

Every morning at 7:15 AM, you can start out your day with a
moment of fellowship and prayer. One of FLOAT’s delegates,
Johnathan Gerber, has graciously taken it upon himself to lead
this daily event for those that are interested. Lifeline will take
place Sunday through Wednesday morning in the 9th Floor
Conference Room in the West Tower. All
denominations and religions are welcome to attend; you’re
only requirement is that you want to come together in
friendship and faith.

One of the great things about FLOAT is how our attendees
jump in and make things happen, and in this case it’s literal!
Leah Scott of Cincy Balloons leads you through a 30-minute
Zumba class during FLOAT on Monday, January 28th, and
Wednesday, January 30th, from 12:00 PM to 12:30 PM. So if
you’re hoping to burn calories instead of consume them, be
sure to join Leah and the “Zumbatants” for all kinds of high
energy fun! No experience needed....just be ready to sweat!

FLOAT’S VENDOR SHOWCASE

THE ABCs of “ABC”

Qualatex, Betallic, Anagram, Gemar and TufTex will all be
there as well as wholesalers, educational providers, proballoon activists, single product manufacturers and more! Plus
we’ll be giving away a whole bunch of raffle prizes there, so
be sure to get your tickets at the Registration Desk!

To call Steven Mayhew a balloon artist would like calling
Picasso a painter. His pain-staking efforts to create incredibly
detailed and intense sculptures are not to be missed! We are
lucky enough to have Steven joining us at FLOAT 2019, and
he’s agreed to give a free lecture on how he created many of
the designs featured in his “ABC Balloon Book”. This presentation will take place on Wednesday, January 30th, at 3:00 PM
in the Spirit of St. Louis Room on the 9th Floor of the West
Tower. So if you’re not signed up for one of the optional
classes at FLOAT that day, feel free to stop in for what is sure
to be an amazing and eye-opening talk into Steven’s
sculpting process.

THE FOIL JAM

THE DESIGNER AWARDS GALA

Twisters have their jam rooms.....why can’t we decorators?!?
Here’s your chance to play with lots and lots and LOTS of
expensive balloons and create....well, whatever you can come
up with in the Foil Jam! Join Edward Munoz, CBA, Melissa
Vinson, CBA, and Eve Antonello, CBA, as they host this always
popular event. And for the first time ever, attendees are
encouraged to bring other designs and pieces they have made
in a “Creative Gallery” setting. Speak with other artists about
their work, share portfolios and get inspired as you play all
night with foils!

This is it...the high point of the convention...the Designer
Awards Gala. Here we gather together to celebrate the
achievements of our competitors, honor industry leaders and
marvel at the amazing creations by our lead designers.
Qualatex, Anagram and Betallic all come together to
create an incredible display. This year’s theme is “The Magical
Garden” in honor of our friend and fellow FLOATer, Deborah
Fellman, who passed away last year. All delegates are asked to
wear green somewhere on their attire....and as always, dress
to impress!

BALLOON FRIENDS MEET AND GREET

FLOAT FEEDBACK MEETING

One of FLOAT’s sponsors, BalloonCoach.com, is hosting
a special exclusive luncheon on Tuesday, January 28th, in
the hotel’s event space. There, you and 49 of your fellow
FLOAT friends will get together, share experiences, network
and learn from Joette Giardina how to best maximize your
FLOAT experience when you get back home. This event is
a privately sponsored luncheon at FLOAT, so if you have
questions or would like to attend, be sure to contact Joette
Giardina for information.

Alas, all good things must come to an end, and eventually so
will FLOAT. When it does, we want you to have the opportunity to let us know how we did. So if your schedule allows
it, we ask you to join us on Thursday, January 31st, at 10:00
AM as we rehash the week that was and ask you for your
comments, criticisms, compliments and complaints. We only
ask that you keep you input directly related to the convention
itself and not outside elements such as issues with your hotel
stay, weather, travel, etc.

Always one of the highlights of FLOAT, the Vendor Showcase
is your chance to meet many of the valued sponsors of our
convention whose generosity makes it all happen. And this
year’s showcase will be the largest ever with 26 different
booths for you to visit!
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Competitions
FLOAT features six different designer competitions that push
the boundaries of style and concept, and they all take place
right here in real time in front of you! Take a few moments
here to review the different events and see if you’ve got the
stuff to throw your hat in the ring!

ORGANIC DECOR
Sun, Jan 27 - 1:00 PM to 5:00 PM
Theme - Open

ENTRANCE DECOR
Sat, Jan 26 - 8:30 AM to 1:00 PM
Theme - “Bridal Bliss”

Another first for FLOAT, the Organic Decor competition is
sure to be a fierce and furious event! The designer and three
additional crew members have only four hours to construct
an ornate and elegant organic design. The only limit on this
competition is size...everything else is completely fair game.
Oh, we can’t wait to see what they come up with....

Teams of one designer and three crew members scramble
over a four hour period to construct an elegant entrance
decor design based on a wedding theme. The build will be
taking place in the main lobby and foyer of the convention
space, so please be sure to give the competitors plenty of
room and little distractions.

TABLE CENTERPIECE (DEADLINE)
Wed, Jan 30 - Deadline 12:00 PM
Theme - “The Magical Garden”

TABLE CENTERPIECE (LIVE)
Sat, Jan 26 - 2:30 PM to 4:00 PM
Theme - “The Beauty of Spring”
Called the most intense of all of FLOAT’s competitions, each
designer and one assistant work furiously over the course
of only 90 minutes to create a stylish table centerpiece. This
year’s theme is “The Beauty of Spring” so be sure to look
for some knockout ideas that will be sure to inspire you and
make you all kinds of money back home!

SCULPTURE
Sat, Jan 26 - 6:00 PM to 2:00 AM
Theme - Open
Considered the “iron man” of the competitions, the Sculpture
event is always memorable to be sure. Designers are allowed
to build whatever inspires them; they just have to do it within
a 7’ by 7’ by 7’ space. Team size is unlimited, and so is the
potential for what can be produced in only eight hours! This
event will be taking place in the exterior event space, and we
ask that you refrain from entering if you are not competing.

FOIL DESIGN
Sun, Jan 27 - 7:00 AM to 11:00 AM
Theme - Open
A brand new competition at FLOAT this year, the Foil Design
is intended to showcase the special talents and skills of those
who work with a less forgiving medium. So as not to limit
creativity, the artists have no theme to adhere to this year.
The designer is allowed two other assistants in this intense
decorator competition.

Not everyone likes tight timelines, so FLOAT also offers a
special design competition just for them. Designers can create
stylish and chic centerpieces that work with FLOAT’s DAG
theme. There’s no limit to how much time you spend on the
piece, just that it’s turned in no later than noon on Wednesday, January 30th, and closely follows the theme.

DESIGNER OF THE YEAR
The most coveted title at FLOAT is, of course, being named
our Designer of the Year. Any competitor who has entered at
least three (3) of our five live competitions is eligible for the
DOTY title. In the event that a competitor has entered more
than three categories, then the best three overall scores will
be applied to their tallies.
Because it is not considered a live competition, the Table
Centerpiece (Deadline) competition is not part of the
Designer of the Year consideration.

DELEGATES’ CHOICE AWARD
An expert judging panel will determine the First, Second and
Third Place winner of each of our six designer categories. But
you, the FLOAT delegate, will also get the chance to choose a
winner as well!
FLOAT’s Delegates’ Choice Award allows you to vote for
your favorite entry in the five (5) live competitions that take
place before FLOAT officially begins.You’ll get to choose your
favorite entry in Entrance Decor, Table Centerpiece (Live),
Sculpture, Foil Design and Organic Decor, and after all the
votes are tallied, they’ll be awarded at the Designer Awards
Gala as well. Just make sure you get your ballot turned in no
later than noon on Wednesday, January 30th, or you’ll have no
voice in the decision...
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Meet the
Steven Jones
Executive Producer

Balloon Designers
Seattle, Washington, USA

Alexa Rivera
Producer

Balloon Designers
Seattle, Washington, USA

Rose Burkholder
Registration Director

Carl Woody
Logistics Director

Phil Whitehead
Security Director

Pat Crosland
Hospitality Liasion

Jonathan “Jay Dee” Daniel
Faculty Liasion

Dawn Girtman, CBA
Sponsor Liasion

Effie Roman, CBA
Guest Services

Joy Set Entertainment
Simpsonville, South Carolina, USA

Simpsonville, South Carolina, USA
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Balloons by Janice
Blair, Nebraska, USA

Balloons by Florally Yours
Gainesville, Florida, USA

Trist ‘N Shout
Frederick, Maryland, USA

Holidaz by Design
Houston, Texas, USA

Beautiful Creations and Events
Carolina, Puerto Rico, USA

FLOAT Crew
Tristen Burkholder
Guest Services
Trist ‘N Shout
Germantown, Maryland, USA

Paul Teal
Event Services

Party ‘til You POP!
Atlanta, Georgia, USA

Scott Shortreed, CBA
Event Services

Daryl Lewis
Technical Director

Beth Lewis
Technical Support

Philomena
Mascot

Datman Productions
Williamsport, Pennsylvania, USA

Datman Productions
Williamsport, Pennsylvania, USA

Charleston Balloon Company
Charleston, South Carolina, USA

Balloon Designers
Seattle, Washington, USA

Special Thanks to Special People
FLOAT Security Team
Angela & David Andress
Joe Buell
Gregg Cassebarth
Amanda Clutter
Lisa Lofing
Sharla Sare
Dorian & Francine Townsend
Janice Whitehead

Troy Apprill, CBA
Jani Blocker, CBA
Tom Bove, AAA Sign Cincy
Diane Burton, CBA
Tammy Corzine
Ronnie Crouch
Tommy DeLorenzo
Scott DeLorenzo
Bonnie Fisher

Johnathon Gerber
Elsa Hanley
Joni Johnson
Debby Levi, CBA
David & Amanda Mahoney
Andrea Noel
Christine Pruitt, STL Marriott
Christine Rouse
Leah Scott
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The Faculty

Chris Adamo,
CBA
The Balloon Crew
Sydney, NSW
Australia
Presented in part by
Qualatex
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Claudio
Casagrande
Gemar Balloons
Aprilia, Lazio
Italy
Presented by
Gemar Balloons

Anthony
Cooper

Balloons in Las Vegas
Las Vegas, NV
USA
Presented by
TufTex

Stuart Davies,
CBA
Beyond Balloons
Tonyrefail
Wales
Presented by
Qualatex

of FLOAT

Romina
Finali

Vittoria Balloons Barcelona
Barcelona
Spain
Presented by
FLOAT

Dante Longhi,
CBA

Dream Factory Balloons
Kenilworth, NJ
USA
Presented by
Qualatex

Edward Munoz,
CBA
burton + BURTON
Bogart, GA
USA
Presented by
burton + BURTON

Vincenzo
Musto

Balloon Celebration
Napoli, Campania
Italy
Presented by
Gemar Balloons

Balloons & Floral Accessories

taking balloon decor to a

whole new level
Balloons & Floral Accessories

o n e o f t h e n a t i o n ’s l e a d i n g
full-line distributors!

Balloons & Floral Accessories

Call or visit us at

w w w. a e r i a l b o u q u e t s . c o m

8 0 0 . 2 3 7. 1 4 8 9
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The Faculty

Brook
Rogers

Kiwi’s Party
Austin, TX
USA
Presented by
FLOAT
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Kelly
Sashimi

Belle de Balloon Artist
by Kelly Sashimi
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Presented by
FLOAT

Robin
Veach

Balloons Chicago
Chicago, IL
USA
Presented by
Betallic

Denise
van Dooren
Artiventz
Vught
The Netherlands
Presented by
Betallic

of FLOAT
Special Thanks to Our
Event Decor Designers
Lobby Decor
Claudio Casagrande and Vincenzo Musto
Presented by Gemar Balloons
Opening Night
Steven Jones and Alexa Rivera
Melissa Vinson,
CBA
MelRhea Balloons
Paducah, KY
USA
Presented by
Anagram

Cody Williams,
CBA, TMF
Cody’s Red Balloon
Midland, TX
USA
Presented by
Betallic

The Designer Awards Gala
Eve Antonello, CBA - Entrance Decor
Presented by Qualatex
Robin Veach - Table Centerpieces
Presented by Betallic
Melissa Vinson, CBA - Stage Decor
Presented by Anagram
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Our Bonus

‘Tope Abulude
CBA, QAI

Nate Culpepper &
Stacy Wheeler
The Balloon Collective
Austin, TX
USA

Balloon Art by Merry Makers
Greeley, CO
USA

ICBalloons.com
Iowa City, IA
USA

Vicky Kimble,
CBA

Matthew Lewis,
CBA

Anne McGovern,
CBA

Jackie Ochitwa,
CBA

Balloon Inspirations
Brentwood
England

IncrediBalloons by
Vicky Kimble, CBA
West Chester, OH USA

Matthew Lewis Displays
Conventry
England

What’s the difference between
bonus instructors and faculty?
While it is true that both faculty and bonus instructors teach
classes at FLOAT, there are significant differences between
them. Faculty members receive a set level of compensation
for their time and effort spent teaching at FLOAT, which
includes their travel and hotel accommodations as well as an
agreed salary to teach classes.
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Allison Dunning,
CBA

Elegant Balloons
Pearl River, NY
USA

Chad
Johnson

With a Twist
Balloon Creations
Airdrie, ALB, Canada

Bonus instructors, on the other hand, are fully paid delegates
registered for FLOAT that have generously agreed to offer
classes to help support our academic schedule. The only
compensation they receive for this gesture is a percentage
of money raised from the sales of passes to their classes.
Because of these conditions, bonus instructors are treated
as full delegates and receive the same rights as such, which
means they can compete in the designer competitions where
full faculty cannot.

Instructors
Interested in
teaching at our
next FLOAT?

Jill Shortreed,
CBA

Charleston Balloon Company
Charleston, SC
USA

Carolyn Truby,
CBA
Tru-B-Loons
Germantown, MD
USA

Kristal
Yee

faceaballoonza!
Surrey, BC
Canada

Schedule an
appointment to
speak with FLOAT’s
Executive Producer,
Steven Jones, while
you’re here about
your class ideas.
All proposals and
ideas will be taken
into consideration.
You just never know...
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Hall of Fame
FLOAT’s Designers of the Year

2008
Melissa Vinson,
CBA
MelRhea Balloons
Paducah, KY USA

2009
Patty
Sorell

Balloon Designs
Peabody, MA USA

2010
Tammy
Corzine

Celebrations
Delphos, OH USA

2013
Rob
Balchunas

Rob the Balloon Guy
Los Angeles, CA USA

2015
Laurie Straus,
CBA

Confetti Party Decorating
Valley Cottage, NY USA

2017
Edward Munoz,
CBA

The Balloon Genius
San Francisco, CA USA

Don Cheeseman Industry Career Award

2008
Troy Apprill,
CBA

Balloonville Productions
St Louis, MO USA

2009
Guido Verhoef,
CBA

Manifold
Zutphen, The Netherlands

In Memoriam

2010
Linda Kiss,
CBA

LearnBalloonDecorating.com
Ocala, FL USA

2013
Patty
Sorell

Balloon Designs
Peabody, MA USA

2015
Steven
Jones

Balloon Designers
Seattle, WA USA

2017
‘Tope Abulude,
CBA, QAI
Balloon Inspirations
Brentwood, UK

Fellman Spirit Award
In April 2018, the FLOAT Family lost a dear friend and
colleague in Deborah Fellman of RVA Balloons in Richmond,
Virginia. Her caring nature and giving heart was truly a
blessing to our event and she will be deeply missed as the
convention continues on.

Ricardo Rodrigues,
CBA
Ricardo Rodrigues Decor
Porto Alegre, Brazil
1979 - 2013

Royal Sorell,
CBA

Royal Events & Entertainment
Peabody, MA USA
1958 - 2016

“Debs” as she was lovingly known will be included in the
FLOAT Hall of Fame this year, and in an effort to continue
her legacy, FLOAT has created the Deborah Fellman Spirit
Award. This will become a regular presentation at this and
future FLOATs where we recognize the achievements of
industry professionals who embody the same heart and spirit
that Deborah did.

Deborah Fellman
RVA Balloons
Richmond,VA USA
1964-2018
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Introducing an exciting
new size in a wide range
of your favorite
Betallatex® colors!

betallic.com

Order today from your
Betallatex® distributor!

©2018 Betallic, L.L.C. All rights reserved. No part may be reproduced without permission from Betallic, L.L.C. Betallic, L.L.C. cannot be responsible for any typographical errors.
Betallic, L.L.C.’s liability on defective merchandise is limited to the replacement of said merchandise, not any losses incurred due to the failure of the product.

Master Classes
Chic Chandeliers and Stunning Ceiling Decor with Robin Veach
Presented in part by Betallic
Saturday, January 26 - 3:00 PM to 7:00 PM - Salons G & H
Robin has raised the bar for clever creativity to new heights in this intensive, four-hour Master Class where you’ll learn amazing,
air-filled designs with distinctive treatments and special effects to dress the upper half of a room with color and artistry.You’ll master
new skills in a hands-on setting where you’ll learn to create her spectacular, high-level décor treatments, then take photos to show
and SELL to your customers. Prepare to be sky-high happy with Robin’s incredible class of lavish ceiling artistry!

Organics A to Z with Chris Adamo, CBA
Presented in part by Qualatex
Sunday, January 27 - 8:00 AM to 12:00 PM - Salons I & II
Organic decor has been the hottest trend in the balloon and special event world now for the past several years, and Chris Adamo
has certainly made a name for himself using those techniques. During the course of this four-hour program, Chris will take you from
the very foundational beginnings of how to create an organic design all the way into practical designs and uses that you can sell
immediately. If you’re looking to ramp up your elegance factor (along with your client’s budgets) this class is for you. The class is very
hands-on, and attendees will learn how to design, price, sell and produce all of the most popular organic pieces.


Balloon Drop Workshop with Anthony Cooper
Presented by TufTex
Sunday, January 27 - 8:00 AM to 12:00 PM - Salon E

Despite being an iconic element of the balloon world now almost since it’s beginning, balloon drops are the still the number one
thing many decorators refuse to touch. But with countless venues on New Year’s Eve alone wanting them, you’re passing up a gold
mine if you pass them by. Anthony Cooper has become a leader in this element of balloon decor, actually having gone on tour with
such musical acts as Taylor Swift and Maroon 5, coordinating their fabulous concert balloon drops. Over the course of four hours,
you’ll work side by side with Anthony prepping several balloon drops that you’ll be able to use photos of for your portfolios since
you helped prepare them! And he’s even got some special surprises up his sleeve that you won’t want to miss.

Face Painting is for EVERYONE! with Brook Rogers
Presented by FLOAT
Sunday, January 27 - 8:00 AM to 12:00 PM - Salons G & H
Make yourself the go to for all of your clients event needs with face painting. In this class, you will be going over what you need to get
started in face painting, the paint application process, tips and tricks to make face painting easier and lots, lots more.You’ll learn how
to impress with ease. This is a hands-on class with paint, brushes, sponges and practice pads provided.

Amazing Balloon Columns with Edward Munoz, CBA
Presented in part by burton + BURTON
Sunday, January 27 - 2:00 PM to 6:00 PM - Salons I & II
Let’s do it! Join Edward Munoz as you will create work groups, and collectively build a high cost, dynamically designed balloon column.
Over the course of the four-hour course, you’ll work with both latex and foil balloons as well as play with colors and textures, create
distortions and much more.You will live an experience that will take your decorations to another level. This is definitely an advanced
course!

Incredible Balloon Costumes with Denise van Dooren
Presented in part by Betallic
Sunday, January 27 - 2:00 PM to 6:00 PM - Salons G & H
While balloon costumes might be a more recent trend in America, they’ve been hugely “pop-ular” in Europe for many years now.
Denise van Dooren is an expert in the concepts of wearable balloon sculptures and creations, and in her very first class taught in
America, you’ll get the chance to discover the range of possibilities with how sculpture work translates into costumes. Using linking
balloons, rounds and non-rounds alike to create the costumes, Denise will wow you with her humorous and energetic take on the
power of balloons.
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General
Advanced Retail Essentials - Be the
Bob Ross of Balloons!
with Stuart Davies, CBA
Presented by Qualatex
Tues, Jan 29th - 8:00 AM & 10: 00 AM / Spirit of St Louis
Why was Bob Ross so successful?....Because in 20 minutes
or less he could create a work of art! and the beautiful thing
about balloons is that it’s just as easy for you to do the same.
During the course of this class, you’ll learn how to make
adorable balloon decor and delivery pieces that are low-labor
and high profit.Your business will never be the same again,
and you may just find yourself making “happy little bouquets!”
The Apple Twist, Italian Style!
with Vincenzo Musto
Presented by Gemar Balloons
Mon, Jan 28th - 8:00 AM & 10: 00 AM / Salons III & IV
Vincenzo will teach you to use the apple twist and bubble
techniques to create columns and spectacular centerpieces
out of pure latex balloons. Detailed designs and great tips
that will boost the value of your creations. Don’t miss out!
Amazing Microfoil Decor
with Dante Longhi, CBA
Presented by Qualatex
Wed, Jan 30th - 8:00 AM & 10: 00 AM / Salons G & H

Foil balloons are an exciting “tool” for the balloon decorator!
Expand your decor repertoire with the creative designs using
Qualatex tapers and starpoints, as well as other foil balloons!
Perfect for creating murals, sculptures, backdrops, columns,
and more! Foils + Qualatex + Creativity = Profits!

Artful DAG Centerpiece Workshops
with Robin Veach
Presented by Betallic
Wed, Jan 30th - 8:00 AM & 10: 00 AM / Salons D & E
We all love centerpiece design, but many decorators struggle
with the creation and selling of this important décor element.
Join Robin in these hands-on centerpiece workshops for
the elegant Designer Awards Gala. The workshops will be
full of new techniques and secret treatments to make guest
tables a dazzling element of the DAG event décor. The result?
You’ll master steps to create high visual impact designs with
Betallatex balloons, secret accessories and accents, plus you’ll
learn how to sell brilliant, beautiful centerpieces at home!
But please note...each session will feature instruction for a
different design for the DAG tables.
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Award-Winning Decor Designs You Can SELL!
with Robin Veach
Presented by Betallic
Mon, Jan 28th - 1:30 PM & 3:30 PM / Salons III & IV
Robin took First Place in both Entrance Décor and Photo Op
at FLOAT 2017, and now you get the chance to learn practical, new techniques to recreate some of Robin’s award-winning, signature designs! You’ll also learn new skills to develop
your own signature looks in stunning color combinations.
Don’t miss this premier class full of systems you’ll use over
and over, and don’t forget to bring your camera so you’ll have
beautiful photos to help you SELL these spectacular designs!

B B Floatex....What is It?
with Kelly Sashimi
Presented by FLOAT
Tues, Jan 29th - 1:30 PM & 3:30 PM / Salons G & H
You’ve seen them everywhere...the adorable floating
character sculptures using 36” rounds as their heads? Well,
Kelly Sashimi herself created the popular “BB Floatex”
concept, and in class you will learn how to make design on a
36” round floating balloon, the proper way to use stickers on
artworks, the correct proportion of attaching the face and
more! This is Kelly’s first time ever teaching in the US so you
will NOT want to miss this!
Baby Boom!
with Denise van Dooren
Presented by Betallic, Inc
Mon, Jan 28th - 1:30 PM & 3:30 PM / Salons I & II
The idea of gender reveals have completely revitalized the
baby shower business, so why not cash in on it? Join Denise
van Dooren has she showcases various decor elements that
are perfect for reveals, showers and more. And you’ll learn
corresponding ideas, where various decor items work together to create “special delivery packages”

Balloons All Year (Everyday Sell-ables)
with Melissa Vinson, CBA
Presented by Anagram
Tues, Jan 29th - 8:00 AM & 10: 00 AM / Salons I & II
Want to make $$$ the whole year through? Well, let’s start
planning NOW for your most profitable year EVER! Melissa
Vinson brings her insight on making signature, sell-able
creations that will keep your customers coming back for
more.You’ll walk away with MONTHS of ideas and designs to
profit in each and every season!

Classes
Big Days for Children Mean Big Events!
with Edward Munoz
Presented by burton + BURTON
Tues, Jan 29th - 1:30 PM & 3:30 PM / Salons III & IV
In this class you will see spectacular designs perfect for children’s parties.You will learn techniques of balloon distortion,
deco-twisting and double stuffing as well as unique photo
frame ideas that are sure to impress.

Cartoon Characters
with Kelly Sashimi
Presented by FLOAT
Mon, Jan 28th - 8:00 AM & 10: 00 AM / Salons I & II
We all get those requests for iconic characters. In this class,
Kelly will show you how to use distortion techniques and
more to create cartoon characters that you all know and
love. If you do kids’ parties or themed events, you won’t want
to miss
Deliveries to Die For
with Romina Finali
Presented by FLOAT
Mon, Jan 28th - 8:00 AM & 10: 00 AM / Salons A, B & C
In this Pinterest / Instagram / social media world, the standard
balloon delivery just doesn’t cut it anymore. Join Romina Finali as she showcases some of her gorgeous designs that could
easily work as special occasion gifts and delivery items.

Focus on FOILS
with Melissa Vinson, CBA
Presented by Anagram
Mon, Jan 28th - 8:00 AM & 10: 00 AM / Salons G & H
Foil balloons are a great alternative to latex-free zones and,
in this class, you’ll learn many techniques to make fabulous
decor, regardless of rules or restrictions.You’ll be ready to
make your client say YES to foil awesomeness. And here’s
an in-class bonus...“Foil-GANICS!” (a fancy word for all foil
organic design) hands-on learning opportunity...you seriously
don’t want to miss this!

Framing and Rigging
with Chris Adamo, CBA
Presented in part by Qualatex
Wed, Jan 30th - 8:00 AM & 10: 00 AM / Salons A, B & C
Chris will walk you through some of his most technically
challenging jobs and explain in detail the equipment and

techniques used to solve them. This class will fill you with
the skills and confidence to design, frame and rig all kinds of
creative balloon decor.

“Hey, Big Head!”
with Brook Rogers
Presented by FLOAT
Mon, Jan 28th - 1:30 PM & 3:30 PM / Spirit of St Louis
In this class Brook will create full body popular characters,
people and animals using 36 inch balloons, rounds and non
rounds. She will be building from the base up with basic to
intermediate twisting adding in elements to personalize your
character.
Incredible Frameless Sculptures
with Dante Longhi, CBA
Presented by Qualatex
Tues, Jan 29th - 8:00 AM & 10: 00 AM / Salons III & IV
Do you want to learn how to make amazing sculptures
without the expense and hassle of framing? Dante will show
you how to make easy and sellable structures with Qualatex
Round and QuickLink Balloons. Learn how to create fast
and extraordinary designs without frames....and get ready to
increase your profits!


Linking Decor

 ith Denise van Dooren
w
Presented by Betallic, Inc
Tues, Jan 29th - 1:30 PM & 3:30 PM / Salons I & II
The linking balloon changed everything in the decor world,
but it’s still relatively underutilized. In this class, Denise van
Dooren will show you how linking balloons can be used to
add new twists to arches, columns, helium decor elements
and more. You’ll never think of a link the same again.

Master Centerpieces

 ith Edward Munoz
w
Presented by burton + BURTON
Mon, Jan 28th - 1:30 PM & 3:30 PM / Salons G & H
Join FLOAT’s 2017 Designer of the Year as he guides you
through his own unique process of centerpiece design. In
this class you will learn how to create amazing centerpieces
for different occasions. Imagine taking an every day, average
design, adding a little bit of flair and watching your clients
WOW.....THAT’s what you’ll get from this class!
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General
Oh, Oh, OH! Organic Decor by Cody Williams
with Cody Williams, CBA, TMF
Presented by Betallic, Inc
Tues, Jan 29th - 1:30 PM & 3: 30 PM / Salons A, B & C
Learn from this award-winning artist how to create a variety
of organic looks to enhance décor for seasons, holidays and
celebratory occasions using Betallatex balloons.You’ll learn
how to enhance colors, texture, and make every placement
perfect with mechanics that are necessary for recreation of
Cody’s repertoire of organic arrangements.
Painting Balloons
with Brook Rogers
Presented by FLOAT
Tues, Jan 29th - 1:30 PM & 3: 30 PM / Spirit of St Louis
A talented face and body painter, Brook Rogers will show
you the ropes in using basic painting skills and how you can
add them to your balloon decor. Watch your profits rise with
just a little bit of pigment and a lot of personality! Show your
creativity and flare by adding unique touches to your balloons.
Quadri-Link - The Center of Attention!
with Vincenzo Musto
Presented by Gemar Balloons
Tues, Jan 29th - 8:00 AM & 10: 00 AM / Salons G & H

Italy’s twisting master,Vincenzo Musto, will teach you his
signature “quadri-link” technique.You’ll discover the versatility
of cross linking twisting and linking balloons to create stunning columns and centerpieces. The sheer beauty and detail of
these pure latex creations will surprise you.

The Rainbow Tunnel
with Claudio Casagrande
Presented by Gemar Balloons
Mon, Jan 28th - 1:30 PM & 3:30 PM / Event Space
Claudio will artfully mix round, link and modelling balloons to
create the perfect “party attraction”, a lucky balloon tunnel,
an extravagant backdrop for children parties. He will walk
you through step by step from designing it to making it in real
time.
Rotational Columns
with Claudio Casagrande
Presented by Gemar Balloons
Wed, Jan 30th - 8:00 AM & 10: 00 AM / Salons III & IV
Claudio Casagrande, Italy’s “Link Man”, will show you a
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functional and practical rotational column by combining
link and round balloons.You will learn the tips and skills of
creating columns and more by using link balloons that make
balloon décor efficient and simple. And he will play with
multiple color and style combinations that you can change
with a twist of a wrist.
Sell-able Archways
with Chris Adamo, CBA
Presented in part by Qualatex
Mon, Jan 28th - 1:30 PM & 3:30 PM / Salons A, B & C
Explore the framing concepts of scale, proportion and mirror
image duplication. Chris will discuss the importance of
selecting the best layering technique to provide the most
appropriate texture. Star, Heart and Mouse ear aches will all
be discussed.
Shabby Chic and More....Centerpieces Finali Style
with Romina Finali
Presented by FLOAT
Tues, Jan 29th - 8:00 AM & 10: 00 AM / Salons A, B & C
You’ll learn from the master as she showcases several high
end designs that will turn a tidy profit. But be warned...this
class is not for the basic decorator; exquisite means maximum effort. Be ready to learn some highly priced but equally
highly committed designs from this European guru.

The Value Proposition - Live in a World with
No Competitors
with Stuart Davies, CBA
Presented by Qualatex
Mon, Jan 28th - 8:00 AM & 10:00 AM / Spirit of St Louis
Stop focusing on your competition and focus on your value
offerings. Stop worrying about pricing and start considering
the value proposition you have for your customers. Start to
considering what your value propositions is and how to start
bringing this into your business setting.
Vroom-Vroom! Cody’s “Convertible” Décor
with Cody Williams, CBA, TMF
Presented by Betallic, Inc
Wed, Jan 03th - 8:00 AM & 10: 00 AM / Salons I & II
Create a variety of organic looks to enhance décor for seasons, holidays and celebratory occasions using Betallatex balloons.You’ll learn how to enhance colors, texture, and make
every placement perfect with mechanics that are necessary
for recreation of Cody’s repertoire of organic arrangements.

Bonus
30 Seconds to New Opportunities (All Levels)
with Allison Dunning, CBA
Tues, Jan 29th - 6:00 PM / Spirit of St Louis
This class will go over the long term idea of being in the balloon business, setting a mindset and long term goals.
You will create your “Elevator speech” (30 second promotional) that makes people WANT to know more about you.
You’ll also learn the ABC’s of client attraction, how to identify your top 10 clients and so much more!
The Basics of Balloon Dressmaking (Intermediate)
with Kristal Yee
Tues, Jan 29th - 8:00 PM / Salons I & II
Have you ever wanted to make a balloon dress, but weren’t
sure where to start? Join Kristal as she talks you through
where and how to start making balloon dresses! It is
important to specify that this is a demonstration class only.
Balloon Games (All Levels)
with Chad Johnson
Tues, Jan 29th - 6:00 PM / Salons G & H

Welcome to an exciting new aspect for the balloon
industry!  Telling clients that you create “Giant Interactive
Balloon Gaming Experiences” opens doors, minds and
budgets. In this class Chad will teach you how to sell,
set-up, operate, promote and profit from these games.  

Covered, Filled & Infused (Intermediate)
with Matthew Lewis, CBA
Mon, Jan 28th - 6:00 PM / Salons G & H
Create stunning and sellable designs by adding tulle and
confetti to your balloons. Learn how to cover a three-foot latex balloon with a single piece of tulle, add some finishing
touches and watch as you delight with elegance and creativity.
Discover how to add giant confetti dots to 36” balloons that
will bring a sparkle to any event. Co-ordinate these with low
level centerpieces and you’re on to a winner...all this in one
class and a lot more!
Fascinating Fascinators (Beginner)
with Kristal Yee
Mon, Jan 28th - 8:00 PM / Salons I & II
Want to upsell a photo frame or photo backdrop? Hairbands!
Need something that appeals to the adults at a party? Fascinators! Heading to an event and want to stand out in a good
way? Headbands! Whatever you call them, these wearable
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pieces of art are a proven hit for all ages - Award-Winning
Decor Designs You Can SELL!
Foil Balloon Letters (Intermediate)
with ‘Tope Abulude, CBA, QAI
Mon, Jan 28th - 8:00 PM / Salons G & H
Wed, Jan 30th - 1:30 PM / Salons III & IV
The letter craze continues to it’s highest level in the balloon
world with ‘Tope Abulude! You’ve seen them sculpted from
twisting balloons, rounds and links...now learn how to craft
them out of gorgeous foil balloons! Your clients will fall in love
with these designs, and you’ll fall in love with the paychecks!
If You Build It, They Will Come... (All Levels)
with Jill Shortreed, CBA
Mon, Jan 28th - 8:00 PM / Salons III & IV
Grow your online presence to make you more money! Create or improve your website so it sells for you 24/7, and learn
how you can use your social media and visual marketing to
help attract more customers to your business. Learn how to
create better visual content, track and convert sales, increase
email marketing success.
It’s All in the Details (Beginner)
with Jackie Ochitwa, CBA
Mon, Jan 28th - 6:00 PM / Salons I & II
You CAN twist entertainer balloons into valuable additions
to your décor pieces. In this class you’ll learn a variety of
invaluable quick and easy flowers, fruit and animals, as well
as balloons for Under the Sea, Baby Shower and Christmas
designs. Twisted additions are an easy and profitable way to
take your balloon décor to the next level.


Light ‘em Up! (Intermediate)

 ith Nate Culpepper & Stacy Wheeler
w
Tues, Jan 29th - 6:00 PM / Salons III & IV
This class will teach you high-value techniques to light up
your balloon installations, including how to make light-up
floating dessert trays, how to affordably and efficiently light
up massive balloon installations, and how to easily make your
arches glow. This class will also cover the best way to sell
lighted installations, the perceived value of them, and who
your ideal client likely is. All class participants will receive a
full list of the equipment that “Nate the Great” uses for lightup balloon installs.

Classes
Mall Cart Discussion (All Levels)
with Carolyn Truby, CBA
Mon, Jan 28th - 6:00 PM / Salons III & IV
In this class, Carolyn will discuss the aspects of how to operate a mall cart. Which products really sell? Is operating a mall
cart really worth all the work? This class will be jam-packed
with valuable information that you don’t want to miss.
Pinterest Perfect Parties (Intermediate)
with Jill Shortreed, CBA, and Anne McGovern, CBA
Wed, Jan 30th - 1:00 PM / Salons I & II
During this three-hour “mega-bonus class”, Jill and Anne will
teach you the tips and tricks behind painted balloons, foliage
inserts and hot trends like the mosaic props, unicorns and
more! Imagine just how much more money you’ll make after
this class!
So You Want to Be a Balloon Printer? (All Levels)
with Matthew Lewis, CBA
Tues, Jan 29th - 8:00 PM / Salons G & H

How hard can it be to print your own latex and foil (mylar)

balloons? Join Matt in one of the funniest and most informative classes you have ever been to as he explains all you need
to know to become a balloon printing pro. It will also give
you knowledge so when your client asks for printed balloons
you will know what to ask for.
Unicorns & Mermaids (Intermediate)
with Jackie Ochitwa, CBA
Tues, Jan 29th - 6:00 PM / Salons I & II
Learn to twist simple but impressive designs that will impress
your clients and add value to any of your décor pieces. In
this class, you’ll use entertainer twists (i.e. pinch twists, loop
twists, marriage twists, etc.), as well as coil an entertainer
balloon using a floor or battery operated pump.
Worth the Weight (Beginner)
with Vicky Kimble, CBA
Mon, Jan 28th - 8:00 PM / Salons G & H
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A Minute with
the “bathroom” situation for that location...
Q - You hold a distinct honor in FLOAT history
as being the only competitor ever to sweep all
of the First Place titles in the design categories.
What was going through your head back in 2008
as you prepared for those competitions?
MV - Given that 2008 FLOAT was my second time to
compete for Designer of the Year at a convention, I had more
of a handle on what to expect. But every event is different,
and you need to prepare accordingly. As most of my balloon
colleagues know, competition runs through my veins. I was
excited, nervous, sleepless...basically all the feels. Mostly,
though, I was thinking “did I forget anything???”

Melissa Vinson, CBA
Q - How did you first get started in the world of
balloon decor?
MV - At a young age, I had the desire to eventually start
my own business, mainly for the flexibility it would provide
for the family that I wanted someday. I knew it would be an
artistic job. But like most of us, I had no idea it would end up
involving balloons!
My friend, who owned a bridal shop, said her partner was
thinking about adding balloon decor to their repretoire, but
they were so incredibly busy with other bridal endeavors...
dresses, florals, rentals, accessories, etc. They showed me
some designs in a catalog she received and said she thought
this would be something I’d be good at. That was back in the
summer of 2000 and the rest is history!
Q - Your talents have taken you all over the
world, either as an instructor or as a designer.
What was your favorite memory of traveling
abroad with balloons? And your worst?
MV - There have been SO many wonderful things that this
career has allowed me to experience. But if you are making
me choose just ONE, I’d have to say it was the very first time
I worked an international gig. It wasn’t the biggest job I’ve
been a part of, but it opened my eyes to the possibilities...a
world of exploration and innovation through balloons!
As for the worst, with the amazing rainbows of
international work, there’s inevitably some rain along the
way; this was quite literal for one particular gig in China. We
had an overnight, outdoor installation in the pouring rain eight long, drenched hours. And I won’t even begin to go into
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Q - In addition to your accomplishments as a
competitor, you have been personally involved
in the design work on four of the seven FLOAT
DAG events over the years. That’s a tremendous
amount of responsibility to take on time and
time again. What inspires you when designing
such big projects?
MV - Simple...I’m a glutton for punishment! LOL Honestly,
doing big projects pushes me out of my comfort zone. In
Paducah, there’s not a lot of opportunity for giant
installations, so this type of design work gives me that chance.
And designing for your colleagues forces you to “step up your
game”...it’s scary, but fun at the same time. If you can wow
them with a design, that’s truly the biggest of compliments!
Q - You’ve been part of every one of FLOAT’s
seven conventions, either as a competitor, instructor or designer. What is it about FLOAT
that brings you back?
MV - At the first FLOAT, it was about supporting a good
friend (aka Mr. Jones) with this dream he had and taking a
chance to compete after years of saying “someday I’ll do
that”. After that, I couldn’t ever see myself missing a FLOAT!
Quality advanced education from the best instructors in a
family atmosphere...what more could you ask for?
Q - What advice do you have for anyone
attending FLOAT for the first time this year?
MV - PARTICIPATE! The first convention I went to, I only
went to class and was a spectator...no involvement, no socializing, no real interaction. I was just shy and not so confident
in my skills compared to those around me. Don’t let that be
you! Meet people, ask questions, get your hands on balloons.
You’ll receive so much knowledge, inspiration and energy to
grow your business exponentially!

2019 FLOAT SPECIAL ON FANTASY FLOWER DVD’S
Save $5 on single purchase of any Fantasy Flower DVD
Save $10 per DVD when purchasing the full set of 4 DVD’s

Balloonsbyjanice@aol.com

402-427-3428

VISIT US at the

VENDOR SHOWCASE
for fun prizes and great savings on demo equipment!

®

Use discount code CONWINCARES on your next
ConwinOnline.com purchase to receive 10% off your next order.
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#FLOAT2019

#stepupyourgame

